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- Is that $80 Billion on health care expenditures each year??
  Yes.

- What is the annual funding amount provided by MAHP?
  $506,000

- Child Fatality Review (Cathy Costa) - who directed and who funded this project? Good work.
  Thank you! A good portion of our B'more for Healthy Babies work has been funded by CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield. They have been funding us consistently for 7 years, which is quite visionary! We have local foundations that are interested in funding portions of the child abuse and neglect prevention strategy and will be braiding that funding with what we receive from CareFirst and the state (to implement CFR) for implementation. Also, directed -- the B'more for Healthy Babies work is largely led by Rebecca Dineen, the Assistant Commissioner of Maternal and Child Health at the Health Department. Key leaders/implementing partners have been Family League of Baltimore and HealthCare Access Maryland

- Thank you Cathy. What is the estimated annual amount required to sustain this project?
  It depends on the piece -- the initiatives are pretty expansive.